


summer.

Best wishes,

Mrs. Dawn Harding

Director, Upward Bound

Dear Upward Bound Students,

Our Disney theme for summer 2016, “In Upward Bound, if you dream 
it, you can do it" is very befitting for this class. You took the first step in 
joining Upward Bound, which shows that you are not only thinking and 
dreaming about your future goals, but you are also committed to 
making your educational goals a reality. You have made the choice to 
spend six weeks of your summer with UB. Our choices are what enable 
us to tell the world who we are, and you are Upward Bound!

Through your participation on your teams: Lilo and Stitch, Toy Story, 
Tarzan, Narnia, and Madagascar, you have developed the social skills of 
compromise, collaboration, and open-mindedness. Through your 
rigorous academic program, you have developed the skills of discipline, 
dedication, and perseverance. These attributes are going to serve you 
well in school, as well as in life. I hope this summer has helped you 
recognize all of your individual strengths and has also given you the 
courage to build upon this great foundation.

To quote Winnie the Pooh, "You're braver than you believe, stronger 
than you seem, and smarter than you think!" This quote applies to all 
of our students. I hope you know that you are special and capable of 
greatness. You were stretched out of your comfort zone and have had 
tremendous individual growth. I have watched you transform before 
my eyes. Thank you for letting me be a part of your remarkable

I cannot wait to see your dreams come true; they do not 
require magic, only tenacity. Always believe in yourself because the 
best is yet to come!





can do it!"

Disney, was bom on December 5th, 1901 in Chicago, Illinois. Disney s drawing

Missouri. There he was p^d to draw a horse for a neighbor. Little Disney developed a love for —1
drawins and practiced by copying the illustrations of the cartoonist Ryan Walker. Disney found
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“If you can dream it. you
-Walt Disney

IfvouTe thinking of an animated movie, the^s a good chance it was producea Dy tne
• ~ _   〜  knc rAipncpd X/ nnimatea movies,

:［慕i=tZe reality of live action with the fantasy world of

movies and 11 documentaries fora grand total of 389 movies that have made billions of dollars 
over the 92 years since the company's creation.

All of this began with one man. Walter Elias Disney, better known as simply Walt 
Disney, was bom on December 5th, 1901 in Chicago, Illinois. Disney s drawing career 
technicallv began at four years old when he and his family moved to the farmlands of Marceline,

You can do anything you want to do.

You can become anything you want to be. 

If you can drcam it, you can do it!

Follow those dreams!

Make them come true!

You never know whal you can do!

w
Walker's illustrations on the front page of the newspaper the Appeal io Reason. Disney's family 
moved to Kansas City, Missouri when he was ten years old. There he attended the Benton 
Grammar School where he met a student by the name of Walter Pfeiffer. Pfeiffer and his family 
were interested in theatre and movies and soon Disney developed an interest in those subjects, 
too. Disney got his unofficial start with a drawing of a neighbor's horse at four years old, but his 
lifelong career really started to take shape when he decided to attend art school and became a 
commercial illustrator at just eighteen years of age.

The company that Walt Disney started has released 389 movies as of July 1st, 2016 and 
there's still more a lot more to come! There are 25 movies with release dales planned through 
2020 and 36 movies with release dates that have yet to be determined. The company that Walt 
Disney started has been around since 1923. Disney's movies earned him a total of 22 Academy 
Awards from 59 nominations, 3 Golden Globe Awards, and 1 Emmy Award. He also had the 
honors of being involved in the planning of the 1959 Moscow Fair and the 1960 Winter 
Olympics. There are 13 Disney Parks in the world. It is now 2016 and Disney's company is still 
growing.

IfvouTe thinkins of an animated movie, ihe^s a good chance it was produced by the 
Walt Disney Company. As of July 2016, the Disney Company has pleased 
258 live action films. 18 movies -------------------- .,,
animation. The Disney Company has also released 15 "True-Life Adventures f Disneynaiurc
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What do you expect to get out of the next six weeks?A Short Story

The local hangout for the kids and teens

After 5 weeks...

Tony and Mezue didn't notice

shore. Thai's when the screams started.

Antonio Carey

[d kept going. By time they noticed, it was too late 
------- - to the shore in time to 
went to get. As they sat there mourning

- — —— MiiC on the

It has been awhile since I started the program and I am happy to say I've 
completed my goals for the most part. This program really helped me to do so.he saw under the water. There would be 

him was a hideous monster.「''’, 
以受黑气两吧呼ranticall"ack to shore, but Tyler got a cramp i^his'leg' 

t0 swim back and get him. They just barely made it back 
make it to the police officers the other kids ___ .
the loss of Snoop, they remember the creature had legs and could walk

To be honest, I came to Upward Bound with no goal or expectations of the 

program. Almost anytime I had tried to talk to those who did the program before 

me, all they wanted to talk about was the food. After seeing what Upward Bound 

was all about and what they offer, I can confidently say that I now have some 

goals. My first goal is to well at my Career Mentorship at Wilkes Radio. I hope to 

gain experience that will help me in both my military and college careers. Another 

one of my goals is to help my fellow peers in this program. This may include 

academic or personal problems. I hate seeing others troubled and this program will 

give me a chance to become a better-rounded, likeable guy. I never really had tons 

of friends. Overall, my goals for this program is to prepare me for the adult world 

with academic, business, and social skills. I find myself to be lucky to be here. 

Many others do not have the same opportunities.

It was a beautiful summer evening out over the swamp near New Orleans.
— --- ■' ' * ■ - was packed with boys and girls galore, all
laughing and yelling. Little did they know that danger hid just below the surface of 
the swamps waters. The multiple fires around the docks and surrounding shore did 
not penetrate the dark waters of the swamp. No human has ever seen the creature 
and lived to tell. That was going to change very soon.

Mezue and his friends Tony and Tyler were at the swamp docks that fateful 
night They were there because all the teens went and it was firn. Mezue brought 
his dog. Snoop, with him. In the middle of a game of fetch, Tyler threw the stick 
being used out onto the waters past shore. As Snoop paddled in the waters to 
retrieve the stick, Tony noticed ripples in the water beyond where anyone else was 
swimming. He got scared and got the other two to get Snoop away. Suddenly, the 
strange ripples sped up and sloshed water up to where Snoop had just got his stick. 
He began to howl as something grasped his legs and pulled him under the waters. 
All the kids saw this and they all started to leave the water, running and screaming 
towards town. Mezue, Tony, and Tyler stayed to try to save Snoop.

As they got close to where Snoop went under, Tyler seized by fear in what 
—3 no saving Snoop. The creature that had 
It had the body of and eel, but the legs of a spider. The









A Disney Princess made me ... The next 6 Weeks
Week 1

Week 6

I was right, it was amazing. I got to make new friends, learn new 
things and get college experience.

-Tyler

What do I expect to get out of the next six weeks is college 
experience? In my mind the upward bound program gives one of 

the most college like experiences out there. From living on 
campus to the classes, the upward bound program is going to be 

great.

Once upon a time in a faraway land lived a princess named 
snow white. One day she was walking through the forest and stumbled 
upon an little old lady, the old lady offered snow white an apple as she 
couldn't refuse she took a huge bite of the apple, but soon after she knew 
something was wrong she was dizzy and fell as soon as she fell she saw 
the old lady turn into the evil queen, snow white fighting to stay awake 
asked what was going on. The evil queen told her that she was cursed 
and the only way to break it is true loves kiss, after reviling her plan she 
disappeared. Snow white now in tranced in sleep was now hopelessly 
waiting for the kiss. A month later the kiss happened as snow white 
awoke she was in the arms of a beautiful prince, but her happiness was 
soon ruined as the evil queen reappeared, seeing that snow white had 
awoke , she became enraged , so she banish snow white from the land. 
Snow white now found herself in a new land. After looking around she 
thought it was a new kingdom, the Kingdom of Wilkes University. After 
meeting up with a kind young man named Tyler he told her what the 
kingdom was and what he is doing there. After he explained the upward 
bound program she loved it and decided to stay and continue with it, 
after the program she went to Wilkes to study chemistry to defend her 
land from the likes of the evil queen.
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its day in the sun. I can't be too certain if I'm dreaming for myself or someone else.

If we are lucky, at an early age, our parents instill us the drive to set goals. But if 
that nurturing presence isn!t there, we dream anyway. Boredom and childlike naivete

What is a dream, a hope, an aspiration? What do 
and dreams? Dreamers, " -- ---------------------- —

Dreams, Hopes. Goals 
By; Thalia Charles 
Madagascar
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feels that presence. I never dreamed more when my parents supported my future 
dreams

When I was younger, I hoped to become a famous singer one day. That dream 
wasn't active, 1 wasn't posting videos on YouTube to get discovered or anything. It was 
more of a childhood dream that I wanted to accomplish. But one day, a couple of weeks 
ago. 1 woke up and realized that my main childhood was vanquished. I suppose I forgot 
that dream because I moved onto more "practical dreams." Such as becoming a doctor, 
therapist, nurse practitioner, or doctor (again). That's how I define it, but others might 
say, ^Thalia, you simply grew up."

Thus lies the problem, at the ages of 15,16,17, and even 18, we should still be 
allowed to have impractical dreams. Such as being a King, a famous singer, a NBA 
player, etc. But when I, at the age of 16, have to start defining what I want to do with the 
rest of my life and working towards that, my "impractical dreams" die. Along with the 
other ones, I gave up or forgot my singing dreams long ago. Those Frivolous' 
aspirations kept me animated: I loved to sing. I gave up my singing career in the pursuit 
of security and stability in a definite, achievable occupation. Society cannot and will not 
tolerate those with the unbreakable spirit of imagination and blind ambition. I lost my life 
when I lost my purpose, but I've regained both, much to the chagrin of societal norms.

When dreamers stop dreaming, all of their lives lose purpose. Let's take my 
case. Music brings many things, such as comfort, a sense of belonging, and purpose, to 
people. What if I could've made music to remedy a broken heart or empower others, but 
I gave it up to become get a "career"? I could've reached and united someone, but 
because I adhered to conformity, songs were never written and hearts were never 
reached.

So now, I solemnly sv/ear that I will give every dream, “practical" or "impractical",

What is a dream, a hope, an aspiration? What do we call people who have hopes 
ailj 上 gg? 二云二，the curious and intuitive mover and shaker that shape the
wo rid. Unfortunately, society has invested a lot of time trying to deter the dreamers and 
revolutionaries of our time from pursuing our paths. But let me warn you, when the 
dreamers stopped dreaming, all of our lives will lose purpose.

If we are lucky, at an early age, our parents instill us the drive to set goals. But if





















write any advice you would give them.

turned upside down when

-Shyanne Wydo

By: Kimberly Rodriguez 
Team Toy Story

If I could be any Disney character, I would 
be Mulan for her strength and her brevity. 
During her time, women were to have a 
husband chosen by a matchmaker and live a 
comfortable life. But instead, because of the 
threat of war, Mulan took her father's place of 
fighting and took the role of a warrior so that her 
father may rest easy. Additionally, because she 
brought dishonor to her family from the 
matchmaking accident, she would make it up by 
risking her life to protect her people. Overall, 
she defied the stereotype of women during her 
time and shielded her family from the danger 
that would have definitely fallen upon them in 
return for the honor she lost.

When a Disney princess/prince is si 

Wilkes

A seemingly normal day at Upward Bound was 

they got a special visitor. Asl walked in the lounge I could not believe my eyes. 

There she was! Cinderella! Having no memory of how she got here, or how to get 

home, we all decided she could stay. We all showed her the ropes and one by one 

gave her advice. First off, we made sure to tell her to get plenty of sleep. Then, we 

said to get all her homework done. Lastly, we reminded her to have fun! The end.

-suddenly trapped here at 
a Mioi icy •• --------- - r .
Upward Bound, tell a story of his/her experience, or



All about me

Who lives in Hanover

Wydo

By: A member of Team Story

Shyanne

Quiet, smart, nerdy 

Who is a sibling of many 

Who loves her best friend

Who needs more sleep

Who gives advice

Who fears bugs

Who wants to see her cousin

A cool, windy breeze blows from the north and 
disturbs the sea, which chases the wind but fail to grasp 
its invisible strength, leaving the sea to rise and fall 
against the rough, uneven shore and shake the boats at 
the docks. Every night ifs the same, and every night I 
come to rest and breathe it all in and slowly let it out.

Not far from the shore lies a lighthouse, guiding the 
lost home with its solid rays of hope, security, and comfort 
so that the boats can return to the docks where it belongs, 
anchored in safety so it doesn't float away. And while I 
stand on this shore, my feet sinking in the sand under the 
salty, cool water, which frequently retreats and then rises 
again to lick my feet, I feel like a boat which is lost at sea. 
When waves get rough and shoves the boat in anger, I 
hope to find a beacon of hope flashing right at me. I hope 
to see this ray so that I may be guided home, to where I 
originate from and to a place where I may find the calm 
sea where I can find myself again.

I stand here every night, taking in the noise of the 
waves' splash, breathing in the foreign air, and I wait and 
wish that one day I, too, shall find and chase the light to 
reach a dock of hope, security, and comfort.





Calculating Goals

In geometry, everything tends to be drawn out and easily proven by

By: Kimberly Rodriguez

By: Kimberly Rodriguez 
Team Toy Story

I remember when my friend always asked for help 
always being confused on a  .

However, I do recall her excelling in in geometry and understanding 
the most complex concept. The reason she couldn't do algebra but be

 , . . • ')on math homework and
•. -——• all the concepts. She couldn't see the logic

behind the numbers, nor could she reason why.

tangible objects and demonstrations, whereas algebra is mostly abstract 
thinking and conceptual. So when she went into algebra II and once again 
struggled and asked for help, I came up with a way to help her that went 
with her visual and kinesthetic learning preference.

Every day, I would get legos, blocks, wire, and markers in my room 
and set up the whiteboard and my laptop. Once she came over, I explained 
the concept to her in details. I took everything apart into digestible bits in 
which she could easily digest. I also modeled certain things for her so that 
she may visually and sometimes tangibly know the difference and make 
better connections. We*d do graphs and she would use the wires to make 
the different shapes of the parabolas, and use vending machines as prime 
examples for functions. Of course, it was a somewhat tedious process as 
she struggled at first, but I then began to see the tremendous improvement 
with her progress.

When school was over and she ended algebra II with a grade of 98, 
she told me that she really appreciated my help with her algebra II work 
and that because of our sessions, she achieved her goal of understanding 
algebra and making it through the year with more confidence.

even t-- ------------ ，- .
a savant in geometry confused me, but I then figured out why.



Acrostic Team Poem

to each other

Members: Nicole, Shyanne, Bradley, Tyler, Kaleb, James, Olivia, Kimberly, and TC Tim

When I 
expected to get additional help

By: Kimberly Rodriguez 
Team Toy Story

Striving for greatness 

Tearn work 

Optimistic 

Respectful

Yearning for some fun

T rusting

Openly affectionate

Y outhful

initially began Upward Bound, I thought I 
)on my schoolwork and 

understand concepts that I didn't understand in my home 
school. I also expected it to be like my homeschool and be 
left alone to so that if I wanted to grow, rd have to find the 
courage and time to do it myself. However, once I came to 
stay in the summer, I was forced to participate in activities 
so that I may actually grow and develop the social skills 
and communication skills I lacked. I didn't like it (still 
don't), but 1 do see improvement in myself and I do feel 
more comfortable and at ease around my peers during 
team meetings or activities. I did receive more help and 
have a better understanding on the concepts behind what 
1 was previously taught. I was also shown how to think in 
order to get a certain conclusion or answer and other skills 
that go beyond academics. It was what I expected, but it 
did exceed my expectations.

































I Love Thee

Jasmine

Andrade-Hernandez

d 
be Dumbo. He is my favorite animal, plus he is so cute. 
Dumbo is also different from other elephants, in in the 
beginning he was treated unfair. But as time passed by, 
Dumbo got friends to help him out and felt less like an 
outcast. His situation is similar to my personality. I feel 
like an outcast but I have people around me that would 
make me open out more.

When I say to thee - I love thee 一 

Love thee as the day is long 

Without thee, Or without song 

The bird in younder tree- 

Then you knowest I love thee. 

Didst thou but know how wrong 

Thy withheld smile. How wrong 

My hopes of all eternity - 

When that but you would call. 

Then love and love alone - were all. 

And heaven's promise would I miss 

Sunk in the Lethe of thy kiss.
-C.B Markarius

Suggested by Dylan White
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All About You

Mezue
Lovable, humorous, caring, intelligent

Sibling of 1
I love myself, my family, and, my 
friends
Who feels the spirit
Who needs the love
Who gives the love
Who fears death
Who would like to see himself as an 
entrepreneurial millionaire
Who lives in Hanover Township, PA 
Eneh

A princess
Made me cry

Oh Why Oh Why
At midday

On a blue sky 
Because she broke my heart 

And said goodbye

T]he ID 袖nwy Pid皿 ce ㈱ Made





Me is 士c二 土£ ezdzng of a short stoiy.]

need of shelter and some food. He could

.e 三匚二 A±er sometime had passed, he went

saw

一
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Claws n5 Paws Story
So once upon a time, I, the Gibbon monkey, was chilling in 

my pen with my long arms swinging around the tree minding 
my own business. These human adventurers came across in my 
territory and one was crying that their parents were heavily 
injured, so the others were trying cheer her up. I felt some type 
of strange connection to the one who was crying and I started to 
feel so bad for her. I started to sing and make noises trying to 
console her, but all the humans started oohing back at me. I was 
so confused, because I didn't know what was going on, but I 
went along with it. I started to sing again some of my favorite 
tunes and the humans sang along with me from the melody. The 
girls face was filled with exuberance and I was overcome with 
joy. The music filled the zoo and went all across the land. The 
humans were happy and so was I and it ended happily ever after.
By: Mezue

s z 二 here else. He :ek so
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sheered

'in die forest. The boy was hoping for
sis les： 二？ somewhere near shore. His body was
szikizg M己 ic ±e riis and he was trying to grasp every bit of 

b bin he was in dire
see Lie 三二己r 二三 ze v/as reaching the boat which contained a
一二zz bzcLs. 2 zlsshlighL wire and a pail. He jumped inside

七 ±e be a: zo shake a bit almost making him fall. The boy 
hss sheered io ±e dock where he used the rope to tie to the

二二 cn lie nesh new boots he had found, then he
2 zeise 二三 he yelled out in hopes that it was his dog. but 

ze rece? ed ； w 2 howling sound. They boy was terrified, so

zerzis deg cn ihe other side of the forest. He was
二 ±e docks when he saw the wolf with its yellow 

—ghi. They boy without a thought ran for his 
M二 二；二 i hole where he fell into a swamp. He jumped 
z:? rec:七 v.hen he realized he was completely

down、crying into palms, thinking he 
三]三、Mg when he heard a sudden bark. He

his face and overcome with joy. He



[Describe an experience where you were unsuccessful in and

because I hope I，ni not the only one. We each have

r
is M maybe I could have tried to study a bit more than I did, so I

Mezue Eneh

:a 
feihire especially when I have high hopes on a test. What I learned

achieving your goal. What lesson did you learn?] 

The “experience" I would say comesThe “experience" I would say comes from school. The 
©qjerience is failing a test because we all have done it I m guessing, 

一 ’1 our own 
standards. For me, anything under a 90 at times can feel like

could understaiid what I was doing on the test, because it sucks to 
stare at a test witii a blank mind or where you can't remember what 
you studied for.
[What advice would you after to student just starting his/her high 
school career?]

Ifs that time of year again, back to school! Now, I have to give 
you guys some advice. My advice is to have as much fun as you 
can. Take time to 由 things through especially when you are 
stressed. I would suggest talking to someone you trust. You won't 
believe how fest high school goes by. I'm a junior next year and it 
feels like freshman year was a couple months again. Take 
everything you do very serious, because sometimes you might 
surprise yourself No dream, goal, or vision is too big. If you truly 
want it, you have to go and get it There will be obstacles, but you 
have to know how to deal with Take those little tiny steps to get 
that long-term goaL Be the best you can be during your high school 
career.
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Mezue
Mezu矿 s life and the words of wisdom from the people especiaHy

he would like^to p-ovide you with that Mezue knowledge. I hope 

realist (I would say so). In the pages to come, you will get the rest of 
Mezue's life and the words of wisdom from the people especiaHy 
the women. Mezue's consciousness, out! - Mezue

Bound encounter, because I have connections with the teachers 
and the staffl

What do yom expect to get omit of the nest 6 weeks?

In the next six weeks, I hope to have a great time as much as I 
can with new people from different backgrounds and stories. In 
my literary magazine class, it can help me get better with my 
writing skills which essential for writing papers in college or for 
a new career venture. This class will be a valuable thing to have 
as an experience throughout the entire summer. I hope to get 
every ounce of this experience that will help me later in life.
Reflection:

The six weeks have been an enlightening experience for 
me. It has showed me how college life could be and how t would 
play out. It showed me how to manage my time and 
relationships and directed me towards my priorities in life. It 
was a great way to spend my summer and it was great to meet 
people that I have seen before and some that I would've never 
known. I meet some friends that I will keep throughout my 
entire high school career and maybe life. The literary magazine 
class was an experience that I shall keep and I acquired great 
knowledge which I really liked. I am gratefill for this Upward

[Tell a story that illustrates (directly/indirectly) the type of person 
you are.] - Mezue

There was once a kid who liked to think and dream and for 
someone reason he knew the dreams would come true. Though 
sometinies there were some kinks he had to work throughout his 
life. He liked to be around people who liked to be around him. 
Woah! Woah! Woah! Hold up! Why does this sound like some 
chHdiah story that is all true, but come on. Here is how it should be. 
That kid is me and my name is Mezue Eneh. I like many things 
especially the future, because it has so many possibilities. I like the 
person who I have become and I appreciate the struggles that got me 
here even tiiough it might have sucked at times. I like to think that I 
will have everything I have ever wanted for myself It is a very 
fiilfiUing feeling and I can't wait for it to be true.
[Tmagme you have written a 400 page autobiography of your life to 
Ais paint What would p. 150 say?]

Welcome to Chapter 4, my friend. I'm very happy you could 
make it This is Mezue's conscience and he deeply appreciates you 
could make it here. I hoped you like the creative twist. Ifs always 
nice to change things for the better. Mezue, I would say is a people 
persoiL In short terms, he likes people and people like him. I don't 
see why not I ±ink he is very interesting if you get to see his mind 
and his perspective. Trust me I would know! *wink* Mezue loves 
that you are willing to read this especially paying your money for it, 
sol ...... .................................
you continue and enjoy the rest of the book, becaus^ thisdiiid is














